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The Satellite Digital Compass uses a digital display to 
locate the position of satellites and aid the alignment 
process of any manual satellite system.

Features 

 �    Satellite compass mode preloaded with the direction of the main   
     European satellites, including Astra 1, Astra 2 and Hotbird

 �    Includes navigation compass, thermometer and time functions
 �    Rotating bezel
 �    Adjustable LCD viewing angle
 �    LED backlight for low light usage
 �    Includes batteries (AAA), lanyard and suction pad for window mounting
 �    1 year guarantee

Use to locate the position of satellites and aid the
alignment process of any manual satellite system.

         
Features 

 �    Satellite alignment zone to locate the direction of Astra 1, Astra 2 and 
     Hotbird; the main European satellites.

 �    Includes lanyard
 �    1 year guarantee

B2022 - Satellite Compass

B2030 - Digital Satellite Compass

The Digital TV Signal Finder aids the alignment process
when using a directional terrestrial TV aerial.
         

Key Features

Signal Strength Feedback LEDs
Ascending LED lights offer visual feedback on signal strength by assisting the 
user in locating a transmitter.

Battery Powered Operation
Can be used without a connection to the TV or receiver, prior to completing a 
channel scan.

Signal Finder Adjustment 
Enables fine tuning to maximise signal strength and achieve perfect aerial 
alignment.        
   

Specifications 
 
Frequency Range:  Wideband for  
    UHF TV
Compatibility: Digital TV
Power Requirement:  5V dc 40mA
Power Supply:  1. 9V PP3 battery 
    (included) 2. 5-12V  
    external power  
    supply (not included)
    3. Passive (can be  
    powered in line  
    through a   
    TV/receiver)
Guarantee:  1 year

Signal Strength Feedback LEDs 

MXL013 - Digital TV Signal Finder

The 12/24V Variable Gain Signal Booster has been designed
specifically for mobile vehicles to maximise signal strength 
from any digital TV or FM/DAB radio aerial.

Key Features

12/24V Power
Powered by a 12/24V supply using the fused power cable provided, ideal for 
mobile vehicles.

Variable Gain Control
Adjustable gain from 0-19dB allows the user to adjust gain for high and low 
signal areas.

Twin Output
Allows the boosted signal to be supplied to two locations without 
compromising signal quality.

LTE/4G Compatible
Designed to filter out LTE band to ensure maximum DTT reception in 4G
signal areas.
 

Specifications 
 
Frequency Range: Wideband for UHF TV and VHF radio
Compatibility: Digital TV and FM/DAB radio
Housing:  UV Stable Injection Moulded ABS plastic
Power Supply:  12/24 DC (Included)
Power Consumption:  Low (50mA)
Inputs/Outputs:  1/2
Variable Gain:  0-19dB

Variable Gain Control 

MXL008 - 12/24V Variable 
         Gain Signal Booster
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Our unique Flexible Flyleads offer improved cable 
handling, this makes it less likely to tangle and 
prevents kinking. Its flexibility makes it easier to route 
and run through entertainment cabinets and cupboards. 
       
       Key Features

Easy Cable Handling – The Design
Unique cable construction with a multi-stranded copper core and flexible outer 
jacket significantly reduces the rigidity and stiffness of the cable in all weathers.

Easy Cable Handling – The Result
This construction provides the user with an improved experience in cable 
handling, use and storage as the cable will no longer maintain its stiff wound shape.

Weatherproof Construction (‘F’ to ‘F’ versions only)
Over moulded connectors and internal connector O rings make the cable ideal for 
outdoor applications. 

Twin Output (‘F’ to ‘F’ versions only)
The twin cable variant with adjoined cables offers tidy cable routing between 
the satellite dish and satellite receiver when using a twin LNB.
 

Additional Features 

 �     Distinctive bright colour
 �     Designed and tested for outdoor use
 �     High quality, durable and robust construction
 �     Designed in the UK
 �     1 year guarantee

Flexible ‘F’ to ‘F’ and 
Coax to Coax Flyleads

‘F’ to ‘F’
MXL035  1.5m Single 
MXL034  3m Single 
MXL033  5m Single 
MXL031  10m Single 
MXL032 10m Twin
MXL030  20m Single

Product Variants

Additional Features 

 �     Boosts and distributes the signal strength of an incoming TV/radio signals  
      to enhance picture and sound quality

 �      LED power indicator
 �     Ideal for weaker signal areas
 �      High quality, durable and robust construction
 �      1m ‘F’ to Coax Flylead Included
 �      Designed in the UK
 �     1 year guarantee

Multi Stranded Copper Core  Flexible Outer Jacket

Please note these are 
also available in blister 
packs. Ask us for details.

Twin Output 

‘Coax’ to ‘Coax’
MXR0084    1.5m  
MXR0085    3m
MXR0086    5m
MXR0087    10m

See page 51 for more 
cables and leads.

Packaging example
Packaging example


